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Abstract— Renewable energy is substantially applied at the
distribution grid in order to fulfill the electricity demand as well
as addressing global heating issue caused by conventional energy
source. However, application of the distributed energy source
raises new concern in regards of unintentional islanding activity
in which prompts grid protection issues hence, endangering
utility worker’s safety. These several decades feature thousands
of invention and innovation of anti-islanding method developed
by researchers to satisfy the demand of grid protection.
Therefore, this paper conducts an overview on several islanding
detection schemes with concentration on the mechanism of the
method, the merits as well as the demerits of the scheme. It is
concluded that there is no ideal method developed as yet, but
some of these methods or integration of them are able to be
applied practically to specific distributed source and grid
structure.
Keywords: Distributed generation, grid protection, islanding
detection method, review.

I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional electrical energy grid systems portray
unidirectional flow of energy which begins from the energy
source to the distribution grid, through the transmission grid
[1]. These conventional power plants are one of the main
contributors to the polluted environment hence as well as the
global heating issue. Having these problems at hand, people
starts to hugely utilize renewable energy like solar and
hydro energy as an electricity generating source. These
types of energy generation usually occur or applied at the
distribution area of the electrical energy grid which is then,
well-known as distributed generation, DG [2]. Thus, the
former conventional electrical energy grid systems are
transformed. While the implementation of DGs has
negligible effects to the environment, nonetheless DGs
affect the existing control and protection systems of
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electrical energy grid. One of the greatest concerns is the
occurrence of the unintentional islanding phenomenon [3].
Islanding in regards to IEEE standard 1547, is a situation
in which a proportion of the electrical energy grid is
disconnected or electrically isolated from the main grid but
remain in operation with one or more DG units supplying
electricity to the load in the island [4]. Islanding can either
be intentional or unintentional. Intentional islanding is a
purposeful isolation of a proportion of the grid during fault
or disturbance in which can be designed to assist continuity
supplying electrical energy to the load demand [5]. In
contrast, unintentional islanding is an uncontrollable
operation which brings serious danger to the utility workers
as well as the DG units in the island [4]. The concern is
mainly in regards to the fluctuation and variation of the
voltage and frequency. Stability interference of the systems
might cause complication for proper automatic grid
reconnection and restoration [6].
Therefore, existing international standards prohibit the
operation of unintentional islanding hence, encouraging
researchers to develop efficient islanding detection method,
IDM [3]. These standards demand stringent requirements
mainly in regards to the detection period, frequency and
voltage, and utilized as the benchmark in order to develop
new IDM. For an instance, the IEEE 1547 standard demands
that the islanding operation should be detected and halted
within 2 s [6]. A digestion of the main international
standards is as shown in Table I where stands for nominal
voltage and stands for nominal frequency [7].
Several IDMs were developed and proposed over the last
decade in which each method owns distinctive advantages
and disadvantages [8]. This paper presents a review of some
of these IDMs concentrating on mechanism of the method,
merits and demerits. The paper is organized as follows: in
Section II, classification of IDMs and the methods are
discussed in Section III for local method, Section IV for
communication-based method, Section V for signals
processing (SP) based method, and Section VI for
intelligent-based method. Hence, Section VII provides
conclusion of the review
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3.1.1 Passive Method
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Parameters at the point of common coupling (PCC) or the
DG terminal are monitored and evaluated in this method in
order to detect islanding [1], in which will vary substantially
when the DG is disconnected with the main grid. The
islanding protection relay (anti-islanding scheme) detects
the variations and ceases the DG activity when the
variations surpassed the predefined threshold [10]. The
primary steps of the method are as shown in Fig. 2. There
are several disadvantages of this method including big NDZ
and threshold selection issues. NDZ is defined as the grid
operating area where the islanding occurrence is unable to
be detected in a specified period [11]. However, the method
is preferred by the utility provider in view of the coherent of
application as well as the economical attribute [12]. Several
notable schemes in related to this method including
Over/Under Voltage (OUV) and Over/Under Frequency,
Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP), Rate of Change of
Frequency (ROCOF), Voltage Phase Jump Detection (PJD),
Voltage Unbalance (VU), Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD), and Change of Impedance schemes in which are
described in succeeding subsections.

II ISLANDING DETECTION METHODS (IDM) &
METHODOLOGY
IDMs can be broadly classified as classical method and
modern method. Classical method includes local method
and communication-based or remote method, while modern
method includes SP-based, method and artificial intelligence
(AI) method [6]. Fig. 1 shows the classification of the IDMs
based on the principle of mechanism. The upcoming
sections review some of these methods concentrating on the
mechanism, merits, and demerits.

Fig. 2. Flow chart of passive IDM
A. Over/Under
Frequency (OUF)

Fig. 1. Classification of IDMs
III CLASSICAL METHOD
3.1 Local Method
Local method is based on monitoring and evaluation of
the variations of some variables at the DG terminal in order
to detect islanding activity [8]. Passive and active methods
are the proportions of the local scheme and the integration
of these methods is called hybrid method. These methods
will be elaborated in the upcoming subsections.
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Voltage

(OUV)

and

Over/Under

These methods are one of the oldest and easiest methods
adapted to the distribution grid protection [1], [8]. Voltage
and frequency variations at the PCC or DG terminals are
monitored in these schemes, and then compared to the
threshold settings. Islanding phenomenon is predicted to
happen when the threshold setting is breached, hence,
triggering the disconnection of the DG [14]. The NDZ of
these methods can be illustrated by the upcoming Fig. 3 in
which the grey area constitutes the NDZ [15].
stands for
variation of active power whereas
stands for variation of
reactive power. The defect of the method is mainly owing to
the big NDZ, though the application is uncomplicated and
economical
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researches on the ROCOF utilization and enhancement with
method integration [21]-[23].
D. Voltage Phase Jump Detection (PJD)

Fig. 3. NDZ area for OUV/F IDM
B. Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP)
Power variations of DG output over a specified period
(
) are being monitored in this method in order to
detect islanding situation in which as expressed in (1)
∑ (

)

( )

In an incident of islanding, the ROCOP surpassed the
selected threshold hence; the breaker is activated to cease
the DG activity [16]. There is Rate of Change of Active
Power (ROCOAP) as well as Rate of Change of Reactive
Power (ROCORP) schemes. The instantaneous active power
( ) and reactive power ( ) at the PCC are evaluated in (2)
and (3) accordingly.
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
where the voltage ,
and
as well as current ,
and are taken at the DG output. ROCOAP and ROCORP
can be attained by differentiating (2) and (3) as
demonstrated in (1) [17]. These methods are more efficient
in detecting islanding phenomenon compared to the OUV/F
method appropriate to the rapid islanding detection and
smaller NDZ [10]. Nowadays, a lot of researchers extend
attentions to the utilization of the ROCORP method entitled
to the easiness and efficiency in which can be further
comprehend in [18], [19]. Nonetheless, the NDZ area for
ROCOP is still big if the method is utilized without
integration with other methods.
C. Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF)
ROCOF scheme is based on monitor of variations of the
instantaneous output frequency of the voltage at DG
terminals [12], [20]. Islanding phenomenon causes
fluctuations of the frequency in which the greater the grid
disturbance, the greater the frequency fluctuations [1]. These
fluctuations are known as ROCOF and can be demonstrated
in (4) hereinafter
(

The PJD method utilized monitoring of the phase
difference of output voltage and current at DG terminals in
order to detect islanding phenomenon. Usually, the voltage
and current are in synchronization through the phase locked
loop (PLL) control structure [16]. The DG output current
remains unchanged when there is an islanding situation;
meanwhile the voltage deviated, out of phase, hence
creating the phase difference as shown in Fig. 4 [15]. PJD
scheme will evaluate the phase difference in which is
compared to the specified threshold for islanding
identification [24]

Fig. 4. Voltage jumping and phase error during
islanding
The merits of this method are the ease of implementation
and the ability to be utilized in multi-inverter structure [15].
However, PJD method could be affected by reactive
elements of the circuit which is commonly found in
industrial applications in addition to possessing a big NDZ.
The NDZ of PJD is derived by applying in (5) as shown.
(

( )

where
is the PJD threshold [10]. Though, the
NDZ of PJD method is still smaller than the standard
OUV/F method [8].
E. Voltage Unbalance (VU)
Unbalance in voltage (VU) arises when changes occur in
the DG loading even when the change is nominal. Hence,
islanding detection is practicable by monitoring the three
phase output voltages of the DG [8]. The VU at time is
defined as in (6).
( )

( ))

where
is the total DG load,
is the total DG active
power output, is the inertia constant,
is the DG rated
capacity, and is the rated frequency. Equation (4) assumes
that the DG is operating at rated frequency [21]. If the
calculated ROCOF (
) surpassed the assigned
threshold, then an islanding situation is presumed hence, the
DG activity will be terminated [16]. Identical to ROCOP,
this method harbors rapid islanding detection and smaller
NDZ compared to OUV/F method, thus attracting numerous
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( )

)

where
is amplitude of the negative sequence of the
voltage, while
is amplitude of the positive sequence of
the voltage at time
[25]. VU method is efficient and
capable for load fluctuations applications. However, the
sequence extraction procedure is affected by harmonics,
hence increases complication in threshold selection [26].
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F. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
A common grid, usually contains low voltage harmonics
in which the standard of harmonic distortion is less than 5%,
(THD<5%) [24]. However, the THD is negligible as the
voltage of the grid and the PCC are match. When an
islanding occurs, the grid is disconnected with the DG;
hence the DG will be directly connected to the local load.
The situation increases the harmonic levels; hence islanding
phenomenon is detected when the THD surpassed the
specified threshold [16]. The merits of THD scheme is the
ability to adapt in multi-inverter structure. Though, the
method is afflicted by mistaken the switching of non-linear
loading as islanding phenomenon [24].
G. Change of Impedance
The main principle of this method is the same as the THD
method. Usually, the impedance content in the DG is small.
The impedance in the islanded grid is abruptly increases
when the DG is disconnected from the grid [16]. The
frequency dependent change of the impedance will be
utilized in the anti-islanding strategy. The islanding
phenomenon is detected when specified impedance change
is detected at specified harmonics [27]. Once the predefined
threshold is violated, the DG activity will be ceased. Change
of impedance can be utilized and enhanced by deploying
active scheme in which specified harmonics is introduced at
the PCC [28].
3.1.2 Active Method
Passive method inherits the limitation of big NDZ, hence
in 1997; researchers start to invent active method to enhance
anti-islanding strategy. The main principle of active method
is continual injection of small perturbation at specified
interval, to specified variables in the DG output [6]. These
perturbation injections bring crucial change in the variables
when an islanding phenomenon occurs; otherwise the
perturbation is rather negligible. Active method detects,
hence block the islanding activity by monitoring the
variations produced by the interference [24]. The main
principle of the active method is as shown in Fig. 5. Several
common active methods including Impedance Measurement
(IM), Sliding/Slip Mode Frequency Shift (SMFS),
Frequency Bias or Active Frequency Drift (AFD),
Frequency Jump (FJ), Active Frequency Drift with Positive
Feedback (AFDPF), Sandia frequency Shift (SFS), and
Sandia Voltage Shift (SVS) are further discussed in the
upcoming subsections.

Fig. 5. Flow chart of active IDM
A. Impedance Measurement (IM)
IM method measures impedance variations at the DG
output in order to detect islanding activity [30]. These
impedance variations are induced by the varying DG output
voltage in which in return is incited by the perturbation
injection delivered at the DG output [16]. The variations are
evaluated by utilizing rate of change of voltage with
reference to current (
) of the DG output [27]. If the
overshoots the predefined threshold, then islanding
phenomenon is considered to occur [6].
The benefit of this method is the small NDZ, whereas
main detriment of IM is the efficiency reduction with
quantity of the DG that operates non-synchronously [30].
Besides, the impedance threshold is hard to decide as an
accurate grid impedance is required whilst it is highly
intermittent and initially unknown [16], [25].
B. Sliding/Slip Mode Frequency Shift (SMFS)
In SMFS scheme, anti-islanding strategy is performed
based on application of positive feedback to the phase angle
of the DG [31]. The voltage phase at the PCC is shifted in
an episode of islanding and then, changes in the frequency
are monitored in order to detect islanding phenomenon [32].
SMFS method control the DG phase angle as a sinusoidal
function of frequency deviation of the PCC voltage from the
nominal frequency which is defined in (7) [31].
(

) ( )

where
is the DG frequency,
is the nominal grid
frequency,
is the maximum phase angle, and
is the
maximum frequency at
[32]. Islanding causes deviation
of frequency and therefore, causes phase reaction error. The
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error accumulated to achieve steady state phase where the
phase angle of both SMS and RLC load is equal as shown in
Fig. 6 [33]. When the steady state phase of the frequency
surpassed the predefined area, islanding is detected hence,
terminating the DG activity [31].

frequency drift surpassed the predefined boundary, OUF
relay detects the islanding and at once ceases the DG
activity [36].
The merits of AFD method are ease of application with
small NDZ (depends on the chopping factor). However, the
method unable to detect balanced islanding in addition to
inappropriate in multi-DG application in exception of all
DG uses identical AFD [26]. Therefore, AFDPF method is
introduced as an enhancement of AFD which is described
later.
D. Frequency Jump (FJ)

Fig. 6. Mechanism principle of SFMS IDM
SMFS is preferred for the ease of application as well as
the high efficient with smaller NDZ even with multi-inverter
structure [27]. However, the efficacy of SMFS is reduced
with the increase of quality factor of the load [30]. Besides,
the injection of the phase shift perturbation initiates noise
and measurement error in addition to the matter arises in
regards of the transient reaction [8], [27].
C. Frequency Bias or Active Frequency Drift (AFD)
Frequency bias or AFD method injects interference to the
reference output of the inverter based DG in which, a period
of zero conduction is introduced in every half cycle of the
waveform as shown in Fig. 7 [34], [35]. The interference is
defined as the chopping fraction,
(ratio of zero
conduction period,
to half of utility voltage period,
) which is expressed in (8) [36].

FJ method is an alteration of the AFD scheme in which
like the AFD, FJ injects interference to the DG output.
However, the interference is introduced in every several
cycles, instead of to every half cycle. Otherwise stated, the
frequency is dithered according to a designated order.
Commonly, the interference is negligible as the utility grid
influence on the voltage waveform is bigger. When the main
grid is disconnected, the islanding is detected when the
voltage frequency deviates and surpasses the specified
border or by monitoring the frequency variation that
matches the designated order [35]. Parallel connection of
multiple inverters, though, affects the efficiency of the
method [26].
E. Active Frequency Drift with Positive Feedback
(AFDPF)
AFDPF is an enhancement scheme of the AFD method in
order to overcome the defects in regards of multi-inverter
application as well as minimize the NDZ. Positive feedback
is applied in AFDPF to increase the chopping fraction
hence, escalating the frequency drift and subsequently,
enhancing the islanding detection efficiency. The chopping
fraction of kth cycle is as expressed in (9) [38].
(
) ( )
where
is the chopping fraction of the (k-1)th cycle,
(function) constitutes mapping of the sampled frequency
error
in which
is the frequency of kth cycle and is
attained in (10) [26].
( )
Though the method enhances AFD efficiency hence
appreciably reducing NDZ, but AFDPF cause serious
degradation of quality of the DG output. Besides, AFDPF
scheme is unable to function properly in the application for
load with high quality factor [38].
F. Sandia Frequency Shift (SFS)
SFS is entitled after Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
that developed the method [40]. SFS is almost the same as
AFDPF scheme with further innovation of the AFD [36].
The chopping fraction is as represented in (11).
(
)
( )
where
is the initial chopping coefficient without
frequency error or islanding activity, K is the acceleration
constant,
is voltage frequency at the PCC, and
is
voltage frequency of the grid [41]. In an episode of

Fig. 7: AFD IDM interference injection
( )
These interference increase phase error of the DG output
during islanding phenomenon hence, leading to the
frequency drift in order to eliminate the error. If the
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islanding, the frequency,
increases in which the
increment speed is depending on the predefined variable K.
Therefore, selection strategy of variable K is crucial for
islanding detection efficiency [40]. SFS is one of the active
methods that has highest efficiency with smallest NDZ in
addition to ease of implementation. However, like AFDPF,
the method initiates noises and harmonics hence, reducing
the DG output quality besides being affected by load with
high quality factor [15], [42].
G. Sandia Voltage Shift (SVS)
As the name stated, SVS method is alike with the SFS,
but rather than initiate change in voltage frequency, SVS
altered the voltage amplitude. Hence in the event of
islanding, the DG output voltage is drifted surpassing the
predefined boundary. Therefore, OUV relay will detect and
cease the islanding activity [36]. The combination of SFS
and SVS is highly efficient in which the NDZ registered is
almost zero. However, SVS method affects efficiency of the
inverter and transient response of the grid [12]. Furthermore,
active methods are known for degrading the quality of DG
output [37].
3.1.3 Hybrid Method

Fig. 8. Flow chart of hybrid IDM

Passive methods in combination with active methods
create a new anti-islanding method that is called hybrid
method. Hybrid methods started to be invented and
promoted by researchers in 2003 [16]. Several hybrid
methods include combination of Rate of Change of Reactive
Power (ROCOQ) with Load Connecting Strategy [43],
combination of ROCOV (where V stands for voltage) with
Real Power Shift [44], Voltage Fluctuation Injection scheme
that combined ROCOF or ROCOV with Correlation Factor
(CF) methods [45], and combination of SMFS and ROCOF
methods [4].
Other than high application capital, the main defect of
these methods is longer islanding detection period which is
an effect of individual activity of those methods. Passive
methods are utilized as the primary islanding protection,
otherwise stated, the active method is activated when the
other method is unable to comprehend and interpret an
islanding situation. However, these schemes substantially
minimize the NDZ hence; the islanding detection efficiency
is totally escalated [46]. Many of the proposed hybrid
methods are still in the simulation steps, still rather far from
practical application in the main utility grid [24]. The
principle mechanism of hybrid method is as depicted in the
chart in Fig. 8 [12].

3.2 Communication Method
As the name stated, remote or communication-based
method operates based on communication established by the
DG and the main grid [9]. Therefore, additional
infrastructure is required for the communication hence the
implementation of the method demand wherewithal worth a
king‟s ransom [6]. Fig. 9 shows the schematic diagram of a
common communication-based IDM. As these methods are
uneconomical, the local methods are more preferred by the
utility providers [9]. However, communication-based
methods are highly reliable rather than the local method
with no non-detection zone (NDZ) at all. Main remote IDMs
include Power Line Carrier Communication (PLCC),
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA),
Impedance Insertion, Signals Produced by Disconnect
(SPD), and Transfer Trip schemes.

Fig. 9. Mechanism principle of communication-based
IDM
A. Power Line Carrier Communication (PLCC)
PLCC scheme consists of transmitter and receiver that
communicate utilizing the energy grid. The transmitter is
lodged at the substation or grid area while, the receiver is
located at the DG. In the anti-islanding activity, the
transmitter broadcasts signal to all the receivers
continuously [48], [49]. When the receiver detects zero for a
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determined period, the DG is eventually disconnected
from the load hence, preventing islanding phenomenon [15].
Owing to the high capital demand, this method is worthy for
substantial scale of DG installations [10].
B. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
Highly integrated communication structures and sensors
are utilized in the SCADA method to detect islanding
activity. The scheme involves constant monitoring of the
grid connection hence, activating series of alarms to
terminate the coinciding DG in an episode of islanding [12],
[15]. Utilization of the SCADA method assures an in-phase
activity of the grid in addition to comprehending the ability
to totally eliminating NDZ [10], [49]. Besides, application
of the method provides a partial or thorough DG control by
the utility grid. However, the speed of islanding detection
depends on the communication structure in which might
drop the respond thus reducing the efficiency of the method
[12]. Other than that, broad use of sensors and additional
constituents increase the required expenditure and
inconvenience for installation activity, making it
inappropriate for small application [15], [51].

Fig. 10. An illustration of transfer trip IDM activity
The SCADA scheme commonly integrated with this
method to exercise the anti-islanding strategy. This method
is highly efficient with negligible NDZ as well as rapid
islanding detection. However, same as the SCADA or other
communication based method; the main disadvantages are
high investment involved and intricate scheme which
intensifies with the grid [10].
IV MODERN METHOD & RESULTS
4.1 Signal Processing (SP) Method

C. Impedance Insertion
As illustrated by the title, the method is based on insertion
of low impedance to the electrical grid. When a circuit
breaker (CB) is activated, the impedance connects with the
PCC hence, affecting the stability of the grid. The reaction
causes voltage variation as well as phase (frequency) change
in the distribution grid. The anti-islanding means initiated as
the relay detects the frequency alteration. Specific delay is
required ahead of restoration of the additional impedance in
order to properly detect the frequency variation. The method
is demonstrated as highly efficient in detecting islanding
activity [53]. However, there are several limitations
including high investment demand and slow reaction in
which the detection period could overshoot a specific
standard. Therefore, the impedance should be modified in
regards to the minimum phase variation in order to be
detected [15].
D. Signal Produced by Disconnect (SPD)
The SPD method is principally the same as the PLCC
scheme. However, rather than deploying the energy grid,
other communication means are applied namely microwave
and telephone channels or others. Eventually, blocking crisis
ascribable to faulty transmitter, channel or receiver [36].
The SPD scheme avails the ability to totally control both the
grid and the DG, but the expenditure required is extortionate
in addition to exhibit issues in accordance to the
complicated installation [12], [15].
E. Transfer Trip
Transfer trip scheme constantly monitors all CBs which
are connected to a central control element in which can be
illustrated in Fig. 10 [55]. When a substation is
disconnected, the central algorithm identifies the area
involved and transmits order to the involved DG in order to
elude unintentional islanding activity.
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Utilization of SP methods are based on the idea of
extracting hidden features of signals whilst, revealing
excessive information with regards to the systems. These
extracted features will be evaluated, therefore helping in
detection of the islanding event [6]. Principally, SP schemes
are applied to enhance the islanding detection performance
specifically in minimizing the detection period as well as the
NDZ [10]. Nowadays, there are a lot of SP-based IDM
developed by researchers [56], but only main SP schemes
are discussed further here which includes Fourier Transform
(FT), Wavelet Transform (WT), S-Transform (ST), TimeTime Transform (TTT), Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT),
and Mathematical Morphology (MM) strategies.
F. Fourier Transform (FT)
FT is a common tool applied for the steady state analysis
of the stationary signals at specified frequency in which
constituted as a summation of sinusoidal signals of different
frequency. Unfortunately, the FT is unable to extract the
information of the time of distribution of the different
frequency as well as the momentary data associated with
fluctuations, making this information unavailable [56].
Therefore, the short time Fourier transform (STFT) is
proposed which is modified from the FT. STFT extricates
numerous small frames from the signals in which each
frame is treated as stationary to be evaluated. The
disadvantage is, however, the STFT is unable to interpret the
non-stationary signals ascribed to the defined window‟s
width (in regards to the method for evaluate STFT‟s frame)
[6].
Other related means include discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) that transform the
discrete time series of a defined length into a discrete
frequency series [10]. The difference between these
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mechanisms inheres within the quantifying efficiency in
which the FFT transcends the DFT [57]. However, the FFT
has problems arising from the matter of depiction of nonexisting spectral [3]. Subsequently, another method is
developed namely Goertzel algorithm (GA) which outmatch
DFT and FFT. In order to properly utilize GA, though, a
concrete theoretical architecture is required [58], [59].
G. Wavelet Transform (WT)
In WT analysis, the signals are represented as various
scales of temporary wave namely mother wavelet which
produces small waves that is called wavelets [8], [56]. These
wavelets have long windows at low frequency as well as
short windows at high frequency enabling parallel analysis
of both the time and the frequency information. Therefore,
assumptions of stationary or periodicity signals (like the ST
scheme) are redundant [8]. WT can be classified as
continuous wavelet transform (CWT), discrete wavelet
transform (DWT), and wavelet packet transform (WPT) [l].
CWT is utilized with Mallat decomposition to interpret
voltage of DG and eliminate noise in the signals accordingly
[60]. The method introduces numerous coefficients which
cause efficiency limitation, therefore researchers concentrate
on the DWT mechanism [8]. However, while CWT
produces exhaustive coefficients, the DWT method mixes
high frequency which prompt faulty information. Hence,
WPT is introduced that utilized ROCOP output at DG
terminals to detect islanding phenomenon [61]. The main
disadvantages of these methods include over-sensitizing to
noise signals and computational complication [62].
H. Stockwell Transform (ST)
ST method is an evolution of the WT method in
eliminating the high sensitivity to noise characteristic [63].
The scheme transforms a time-based function to a twodimensional (2D) frequency-based function and operates
with movable and scalable Gaussian window. Interference
in excessive noise surroundings can be detected properly as
the method offers multi-resolution while keeping the actual
phase of the frequency constituent [8]. However, the
potential of the method reduced with arise of transients,
hence hyperbolic S-transform (HST) is introduced.
HST uses pseudo Gaussian hyperbolic window which
comprehend changeable shape depending on the frequency.
The asymmetry window contributes to high resolution in
both time and frequency [6]. Despite all the assets stated,
ST-based method requires bigger memory hence, longer
period for the interpretation of the signals [10].
I. Time-Time Transform (TTT)
TTT is a feature extraction method that transforms onedimensional (1D) time-series signals to 2D time-time-series
signals by assigning time-time distribution on the respected
window. In this method, the high frequency data are
concentered at a locality where the energy concentration is
high. On the other hand, the low frequency data are
dispersed at various localities [10]. TTT is tested and
compared with WT, ST and HST, and as such can be
concluded that the TTT scheme performs effectively in
intense noise condition surpassing WT and ST methods [6],
[64]. The demerit of TTT includes inadequate resolution
during event initiation [3].
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J. Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT)
The HHT scheme is principally developed in order for
analysis of nonlinear and non-stationary signals [65].
Mainly, there are two stages involved in the HHT scheme.
Stage one utilized Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)
strategy for decomposing of the signals as Intrinsic Mode
Function (IMF) which constitutes important instantaneous
amplitude and frequency. These IMFs are arranged in
descending order based on the frequency, that is, the earliest
IMF consists of highest frequency for all episodes in the
signals. Subsequently, stage two applies Hilbert transform
strategy to individual IMF, hence attaining the curve of
instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous frequency versus
time [3]. These whole steps are known as HHT.
The main strengths of HHT strategy are the high
resolution and efficiency in multi-DG application [66]. On
the other hand, the HHT is inappropriate to handle data
incorporated with close frequency in addition to inability to
detect transition period of rapid waveform variations [16].
K. Mathematical Morphology (MM)
MM is a nonlinear method which is operation is based on
manipulating the signals shapes [15]. The shape is
manipulated by morphologically convolving the signals with
structuring element (SE). SE is a variable that can be
essentially changed then is utilized as a probe to extract
important features from the signals [67]. There are two
primary operators in MM method which are erosion and
dilation in which other operators including closing and
opening are procured [68]. Erosion can be illustrated as a
shrinking action whereas swelling action illustrates the
dilation operator [69].
The main merit of MM is high efficiency with low
computational complication. On the other hand, the main
issues of MM inhered in the nonlinearity and the
inconvenience selection procedure of SE [67]. In addition,
MM method is confronted with its inability of
reconstruction of original signal [16].
4.2 Intelligent Method
Usually, intelligent scheme is applied together with SP
feature extraction method which was elaborated in the
former sections. In order to detect islanding activity, SP is
applied to extract characteristic from the attained signals in
which will be rendered as inputs for the functional
intelligent. These characteristics are initially processed as a
structure of feature vector which is then analyzed by the
intelligent classifiers to decide occurrence of islanding. The
main principle of the integration of SP feature extraction and
intelligent classifiers scheme is as depicted in Fig. 11.
Computational difficulty is high in the method utilization
even though there is no NDZ involved [70]. Upcoming
subsections will describe about this intelligent strategy
which includes Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), and Decision Tree
(DT).
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( )
where ( | ) is the probability of event while event
provided, ( | ) is the probability of event y while event x
provided, ( ) is the probability of event , ( ) is the
overall probability of all events
[74]. PNN consists of
several layers as depicted in Fig. 13 which are input, pattern,
summation and output [75]. PNN harbor extremely rapid
training speed compared to ANN in which eliminate the
defect of lengthy computational period [76]. However, PNN
require high memory capacity as well as high processing
speed gadgetry.
( | )

Fig. 11. Integration of SP and intelligent method for
islanding detection
A Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
The main idea of ANN is the attempt to imitate the
biological synapse of human to be able to study a situation
as well as deciding conclusion [71]. ANN consists of
neurons that build input, hidden and output as illustrates in
Fig. 12. The input data is delivered to the output through
hidden neurons. The error signals at the output then are redelivered to the hidden and input layers. Weights are
assigned to individual input which is then integrated by
neurons; hence the output is determined according to
activation function [72].

Fig. 12. Architecture of ANN
Primary procedure of developing ANN is the training
mechanism that is either supervised or unsupervised [71].
Hence, anti-islanding scheme is developed by training the
ANN with numerous variations of islanding situations [73].
Therefore, the SP extraction feature methods are applied to
extract the data concentrating on required variable to train
the ANN in differentiating islanding activity and other
interference [46]. Limitation of ANN, though there is no
NDZ area, includes indefinite islanding detection period
with various sets of inputs even with inputs that are rather
alike [70]. Besides, substantial processing period is required
for feature selection procedure in addition to multiple DG
structures that are required to be addressed [10].

Fig. 13. Architecture of PNN
C Decision Tree (DT)
The principle mechanism of DT method is dissecting the
input for alleviation in a structure of a binary tree which is
as shown in Fig. 14 [16]. In the beginning, the input data or
the classification issues are regarded as the initial nodes
(root node). Each of these nodes are split to two internal
nodes (child nodes) based on a predictor variable. These
nodes then kept being split repeatedly until terminal nodes
(leaf node) which is a node that is unable to be further split
is attained [77]. Eventually, predictions are performed based
on these terminal nodes [46].
The main asset of DT is the rapid training procedure
compared to other popular classifiers [78]. High correlation
of different potential input variable can cause the selection
activity that enhance model statistic, though the interest of
output is unaffected [79]. Apart from the merits, the demerit
is DT has high sensitivity to the external influence in which
affects the prediction activity [80].

Fig. 14. Elementary DT architecture

B Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)
There are a lot of other NN-based methods that share the
same primary idea with ANN. One of the eminent schemes
is Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) that utilizes
Bayesian classifier strategy. Principally, the Bayer
formulation of PNN is as shown in (12).
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V CONCLUSION
The paper contributes an overview of anti-islanding
schemes for the integration of renewable energy sources
with electrical distribution grid. The overview presented is
concentrated on the method mechanism, merits and
demerits. The IDMs can be broadly classified as classical
and modern methods in which can be further classified to
several methods based on the functional mechanism. Passive
and active methods are the classification of local scheme
which is one of the classical methods. Local means the
islanding detection relay is applied at the PCC or the local
DG terminal, while additional perturbation is injected for the
active methods. Passive method has rapid detection speed,
cheap as well as uncomplicated to be applied. However, the
NDZ area is broad. The huge NDZ is decreased by applying
active method, but unfortunately the perturbation injection is
likely to affect hence degrading the DG output quality.
Communication-based IDM or remote method is another
variation of classical method which proposes to use
communication means to detect islanding. The method
totally eliminates NDZ, however a longer detection period
and excessive expenditure is required. Hence, the issues
arise causing researchers to hunt for other alternative
methods, therefore inventing the modern method in which
includes SP-based scheme and intelligent strategy. Modern
method has no NDZ but the application intricacy is high.
Therefore, further analysis with a concrete theoretical
architecture as well as adequate practical demonstration is
required in order to apply the modern scheme. Finally, it can
be concluded that there is no ideal method invented till now
or at least there is still no ideal practical demonstration.
However, integration of these methods as well as proper
implementation based on the grid structure might offer an
ultimate anti-islanding scheme.
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